Recently, Danilewicz has proposed strict-sense and wide-sense nonblocking structures of asymmetrical space-conversion-space (S-C-S) switching fabrics. One of the two possible architectures, called the SCS1 switching fabric, was previously considered. In this paper, the second architecture, called the SCS2 switching fabric, is presented. Similarly to the previous study, this paper considers a more general case in which conversion in the middle-stage switches can be made for one of the different domains (frequency, time, etc.). Moreover, m-slot connections are a basis for the presented theory. For the S-C-S switching fabrics discussed in this paper, we derive and prove strict-sense nonblocking conditions for asymmetrical SCS2 switching fabrics when m-slot connections are set up in which m min m m max . In addition, wide-sense nonblocking conditions for SCS2 switching fabrics with functional decomposition of center-stage switches are presented. This paper is a supplementary study to the previous paper devoted to the SCS1 switching fabrics. Motivation, state-of-the-art, and many definitions and assumptions are the same as for the SCS1 and SCS2 solutions, so for these the reader is referred to the previous paper.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
This paper is the supplement to the previous work presented by Danilewicz in [1] and should be read together with it. Strict-sense and wide-sense nonblocking structures of asymmetrical space-conversion-space (S-C-S) switching fabrics for continuous multislot connections were considered in [1] . One of the two possible architectures, called the SCS1 switching fabric, was previously described. The motivation for this work is to complete the theory that was previously presented in [1] . In this paper, the second strict-sense and wide-sense nonblocking architecture, called the SCS2 switching fabric, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Engang Tian . is presented. Please refer to [1, Section I.] for motivation and state-of-the-art of space-conversion-space switching fabrics.
B. S-C-S SWITCHING FABRICS ARCHITECTURES
The three-stage SCS1 switching fabric architecture considered in the previous paper is presented in [1, Fig. 2] . The three-stage switching fabric architecture considered in this paper is presented in Fig. 1 . The asymmetrical architecture contains r in space switches (S) in the first stage, r out space switches in the third stage, and domain-dependent conversion switches (DCS: marked in the figure as C) in the middle stage. The S switches in the first stage have q in 2 inlets and p outlets, while the S switches in the third stage have p inlets and q out 2 outlets. In the middle stage, each DCS has r in inlets and r out outlets. Inlet links and interstage links between the first-and second-stage switches have f in 2 DSUs (domain slot units -see [1, Section I.] ), while interstage links between the middle-stage and output-stage switches and outlet links have f out 2 DSUs. The symmetrical switching fabric has r in = r out = r switches in the input and output stages, q in = q input links in every input-stage switch, q out = q output links in every output-stage switch, and f in = f out = f slots in every link and can be regarded as a special case of the asymmetrical switching fabric.
The switching fabric switches connections in space, in another domain used (i.e., frequency, time, etc.), and again in space; therefore, it is called an S-C-S switching fabric. The switching fabric has a capacity of N in = q in r in f in DSUs at the input and N out = q out r out f out DSUs at the output site. This switching fabric architecture is called SCS2. Moreover, the SCS1 switching fabric can be treated as a special case of an SCS2 switching fabric in which r in = r out = 1.
C. m-SLOT CONNECTIONS IN SCS2
The switching fabric architecture considered in this paper switches continuous multislot connections [1, Section III.] . The connections considered in this paper are realized in m subsequent DSUs and are called m-slot connections. The number of adjacent DSUs occupied by one m-slot connection is usually limited to m min and m max , i.e., 1 m min m m max min {f in , f out }, where f in and f out are the number of DSUs in an input and an output link, respectively. An m-slot connection from an input link i, 1 i q in r in , to an output link j, 1 j q out r out , will be denoted by C(i, j, m) or by C(i[a], j[b], m) if it is important to number the adjacent DSUs used by the connection at the input and output links, where a and b are the indices of the first slot units used by the m-slot connection. Strict-sense nonblocking conditions for S-C-S (S-W-S) switching fabrics serving m-slot connections are presented in [2] for m min = 1.
In this paper, nonblocking conditions are considered for the general case in which m max is limited to min {f in , f out } /2 (if one connection can use more than a half of slots then one link is blocked by only one connection -it would be a case of well-known space switching) and the minimum number of DSUs that is required by one m-slot connection can be greater than or equal to 1, i.e., 1 m min m m max min {f in , f out } /2 . These general nonblocking conditions will be used to present strict-sense and wide-sense nonblocking conditions for SCS2 switching fabrics.
To set up a connecting path from i[a] to j[b], a centerstage DCS must be found with free DSUs from slot number a to a + m − 1 in its input link and free DSUs from slot number b to b + m − 1 in its output link. The role of the first-stage switch is to direct m DSUs to the link connected to the selected middle-stage DCS. In the DCS, domain slot units are converted from a to a + m − 1 into slots from b to b + m − 1 and directed to the interstage link. The third-stage switch directs the connection from the selected DCS to the requested output link j.
When two different m-slot connections in two different input links of the same input switch share at least one DSU index, then these connections block each other in the interstage links between the input-stage space switch and the middle-stage switches. This means that these two connections must be set up through two different interstage links and, of course, two different middle-stage switches. Similarly, when two different connections in two different output links of the same output switch share at least one DSU index, then these connections block each other in the interstage links between the middle-stage switches and output-stage switch and must be set up through different interstage links and two different middle-stage switches.
D. NOTATION FOR PARAMETERS IN SCS2
The SCS2 switching fabrics need a redefinition of the notations that were used for the SCS1 switching fabrics. Please compare with [1, Section IV.A.] .
In the rest of this paper, we use the following variables: r in 2 -the number of input-stage switches in SCS2. r out 2 -the number of output-stage switches in SCS2. q in 2 -the number of input links connected to the input-stage switch in SCS2.
q out 2 -the number of output links connected to the output-stage switch in SCS2. f in 2 -the number of DSUs in each input link and in each interstage link between the first-and the middle-stage switches in SCS2.
f out 2 -the number of DSUs in each output link and in each interstage link between the middle-and the third-stage switches in SCS2.
IF -input link number, 1 IF q in r in . OF -output link number, 1 OF q out r out . m -the number of DSUs required by connection
. m e -the number of DSUs required by one potential blocking and one potential nonblocking connection, 1 m min m e m. p SSNB (m, m e ) -the number of middle-stage switches in the asymmetrical switching fabric SCS2 that is strict-sense nonblocking for two types of connections with given values of m and m e m. p gSSNB (m min , m max ) -the number of DCSs in the middle stage of the asymmetrical switching fabric SCS2 that is strict-sense nonblocking for m-slot connections, 1 m min m m max . p WSNB (m min , m max ) -the number of DCSs in the middle stage of the asymmetrical switching fabric SCS2 with functional decomposition of middle-stage switches that is nonblocking for m-slot connections, 1 m min m m max .
II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO IN SCS2 A. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS IN SCS2
The necessary and sufficient nonblocking conditions for the SCS2 switching fabrics are presented in the rest of this supplement, using the construction of the worst-case scenario, similarly to the SCS1 switching fabrics [1, Section V.] . For this purpose, certain definitions and assumptions need to be made.
In Fig. 2 , a difference between the maximum number of potential blocking and nonblocking connections in the SCS1 switching fabric (described in [1] ) and in the SCS2 switching fabric (described in this paper) is illustrated, for the same set of values q in , q out , f in , f out , m, and m e .
It can be observed from Fig. 2 that the sets of potential blocking connections in SCS1 (BC in (m, m e ), BC out (m, m e )) are exactly the same as those in SCS2 if we consider input-stage and output-stage switches in which the new connection C(i, j, m) is set up [1, Definition 1, Definition 2, Definition 3, Definition 5, Definition 6, Assumption 1, Assumption 2, Assumption 3, Assumption 4, Assumption 11, Assumption 12]. This means that in this case, an index of the considered input-stage switch I , 1 I r in , is equal to i/q in and an index of the considered output-stage switch O, 1 O r out , is equal to j/q out .
All blocking connections in the SCS2 switching fabric are set up from only one input-stage switch (with index I ) and/or are directed to only one output-stage switch (with index O). Therefore, the whole discussion about the maximum number of blocking connections in the SCS1 switching fabric is also true for SCS2 switching fabrics. Based on this, the maximum number of blocking connections in SCS2 is calculated from 1) [1, eq(47) In the SCS2 switching fabrics, connections set up from the inputs IF such that IF/q in = i/q in have no chance to use the same inter-stage links between the inputand middle-stage switches as connection C(i[a], j[b], m). In other words, they are not able to block the new connection. Similarly, connections set up to the outputs OF such that OF/q out = j/q out cannot block connection C(i[a], j[b], m) in the inter-stage links between the middle-and output-stage switches. Therefore, the new definition of potential nonblocking connections in SCS2 is provided.
Definition 1: A potential nonblocking connection
OF, j q out r out , in SCS2, is every connection that is set up from the input-stage switch for which an index IF/q in is not equal to i/q in and/or is directed to the output-stage switch for which an index of the output switch OF/q out is not equal to j/q out .
According to Definition 1, let us denote a set of potential nonblocking connections in one input link IF, 1 IF q in r in , of the input switch other than I ( IF/q in = i/q in ) by NC IF in,o (m, m e ) and a set of potential nonblocking connections in one output link OF, 1 OF q out r out , of the output switch other than O ( OF/q in = j/q in ) by NC OF out,o (m, m e ). The maximum number of potential blocking m e -connections in one input link can easily be calculated as
There are (r in − 1) input-stage switches with q in links from which the potential nonblocking connections belonging to the NC IF in,o (m, m e ) sets can be set up. This means that the maximum number of potential nonblocking connections that can be set up from the input-stage switches other than I is equal to
Similarly, the maximum number of potential blocking m e -slot connections in one output link can easily be calculated as
There are (r out − 1) output-stage switches with q out links to which the potential nonblocking connections belonging to the NC OF out,o (m, m e ) sets can be set up. This means that the maximum number of potential nonblocking connections that can be set up to the output-stage switches other than O is equal to n out,o (m, m e ) = (r out − 1) q out f out /m e .
(4)
The set of all potential nonblocking connections for connection C(i[a], j [b] , m) at the input site in SCS2 is denoted by
The maximum number of potential nonblocking connections at the input site in SCS2 is calculated as
where n max in,I (m, m e ) is calculated from [1, eq(49) ] and n in,o (m, m e ) is calculated from (2) .
The set of all potential nonblocking connections for connection C(i[a], j [b] , m) at the output site in SCS2 is denoted by NC out (m, m n ), where
The maximum number of potential nonblocking connections at the output site in SCS2 is calculated as 
where n max out,O (m, m e ) is calculated from [1, eq(50)] and n out,o (m, m e ) is calculated from (4).
It is worth to notice that for r in = r out = 1 (this means in fact for the SCS1 switching fabric) equations (2) and (4) gives 0 and the maximum number of potential nonblocking connections at the input and at the output site are calculated only from [1, eq(49) ] and [1, eq(50) ], respectively. Therefore, the SCS1 switching fabric can be treated as a special case of an SCS2 switching fabric in which r in = r out = 1.
B. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSSIBLE BLOCKING CONNECTIONS
The discussion presented in [1, Section V.B.] for the SCS1 switching fabrics is still valid for the SCS2 switching fabrics. Specifically, lemmas from [1, Lemma 1] to [1, Lemma 5] are also true for SCS2 fabrics. Therefore, according to [1, Assumption 11] , the maximum number of middle-stage switches that are used by the possible blocking m e -slot connections that block the connection C(i, j, m) in the worst-case scenario in SCS2 switching fabrics (denoted as p b (m, m e )) is calculated from equation [1, eq(37) ]. However, for SCS2 switching fabrics, the values of b max in (m, m e ), b max out (m, m e ), n max in (m, m e ), and n max out (m, m e ) are calculated from [1, eq(47) ], [1, eq(48) ], (6), and (8), respectively.
III. STRICT-SENSE AND WIDE-SENSE NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS FOR ASYMMETRICAL SCS2 SWITCHING FABRICS A. STRICT-SENSE NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS FOR GIVEN VALUES OF m AND me
The necessary and sufficient number of middle-stage switches in the strict-sense nonblocking SCS2 asymmetrical switching fabrics for only two types of multislot connections (m-and m e -slot connections) can be calculated from Lemma 1.
Lemma 1: The three-stage SCS2 switching fabric presented in Fig. 1 is strict-sense nonblocking for connection C(i, j, m), 1 m min m m max min{f in ; f out }/2 , if and only if the number of middle-stage switches is
where 1 m min m e m and p b (m, m e ) is calculated from equation [1, eq(37) ] for values b max in (m, m e ), b max out (m, m e ), n max in (m, m e ), and n max out (m, m e ) that are calculated from [1, eq(47) ], [1, eq(48) ], (6), and (8), respectively.
The proof of this lemma is exactly the same as the proof of [1, Lemma 6] for the SCS1 switching fabrics and is based on the construction of the worst-case scenario The necessary and sufficient number of middle-stage switches in the strict-sense nonblocking SCS2 asymmetrical switching fabrics for every m-slot connection can be calculated from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.
Theorem 1: The three-stage asymmetrical SCS2 switching fabric presented in Fig. 1 is strict-sense nonblocking for any connection C(i, j, m), 1 m min m m max min{f in ; f out }/2 , if and only if the number of middle-stage switches is
where p b (m, m e ) is calculated from equation [1, eq(37) ] for values b max in (m, m e ), b max out (m, m e ), n max in (m, m e ), and n max out (m, m e ) that are calculated from [1, eq(47) ], [1, eq(48) ], (6), and (8), respectively. Lemma 2: The three-stage SCS2 switching fabric presented in Fig. 1 is strict-sense nonblocking for any connection C(i, j, m), 1 m min m m max min{f in ; f out }/2 , if and only if the number of middle-stage switches is
where p b (m, m min ) is calculated from equation [1, eq(37) ] for values b max in (m, m min ), b max out (m, m min ), n max in (m, m min ), and n max out (m, m min ) that are calculated from [1, eq(47) ], [1, eq(48) ], (6), and (8), respectively, when m e = m min .
The proof of Theorem 1 is exactly the same as the proof of [1, Theorem 1] for the SCS1 switching fabrics and is based on the construction of the worst-case scenario [1, Section VIII.A.] . The motivation for Lemma 2 is exactly the same as for [1, Lemma 7] and can be found in [1, Section VIII.B.].
C. WIDE-SENSE NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS FOR ASYMMETRICAL SCS2 SWITCHING FABRICS WITH FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION
The concept of the functional decomposition of middle-stage switches in the S-C-S switching fabrics is described in [1, Section IX.] .
The necessary and sufficient number of middle-stage switches in the wide-sense nonblocking SCS2 asymmetrical switching fabrics with functional decomposition can be calculated from Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: The three-stage asymmetrical SCS2 switching fabric presented in Fig. 1 with functional The proof of Theorem 2 is exactly the same as the proof of [1, Theorem 2] for the SCS1 switching fabrics with functional decomposition of the middle-stage switches [1, Section X.A.] .
IV. CONCLUSION
The strict-sense and wide-sense nonblocking conditions for asymmetrical S-C-S switching fabrics with continuous multislot connections are presented in this paper. Until now, mainly the nonblocking conditions for multirate switching fabrics have been considered, in which there were no restrictions on the implementation of multirate connections. This supplement, similarly to [1] , assumes the possibility of implementing multislot connections only in adjacent slots. Such connections are set up, for example, in elastic optical networks. This constraint limits the possibility of using previously known nonblocking conditions, and therefore a new solution had to be found.
In [1] , one of the two possible switching fabric architectures, called SCS1, was considered. In this supplement, the second architecture, called SCS2, was presented. In this switching fabric, conversion is possible only in the middle-stage switches. The general strict-sense nonblocking conditions present a number of middle-stage switches for which every m-slot connection, 1 m min m m max min {f in , f out } /2 , can be set up. This number depends on the switching fabric parameters, such as the number of inputand output-stage switches (r in , r out ), the number of input and output links in one switch (q in , q out ), the number of slots in the input and output links (f in , f out ), and the number of slots required by one connection (m). Moreover, the SSNB conditions depend on the minimum number of slots that can be required by connections (m min ). Up to now, only a special case of SSNB conditions for SCS1 (SWS1) switching fabrics was known in which the switching fabric was symmetrical and m min = 1.
For example, let us consider both structures of S-C-S symmetrical switching fabrics with the same total number of input and output site slots equal to 640. Let us also assume that f in = 20, f out = 20, and m max = 10 in both structures. An SCS1 switching fabric has q in = 32, q out = 32, and, of course, r in = r out = 1. On the other hand, SCS2 has q in = 2, q out = 2, and r in = r out = 16. Let us consider these structures for two different values of m min equal to 1 and 2. For SCS1, we calculate from Lemma 2 p SSNB (1, 10) = 621, which is obtained for m = 10, and p SSNB (2, 10) = 315, which is also obtained for m = 10 (see Fig. 3 -cross marks). For SCS2, we calculate from the same lemma p SSNB (1, 10) = 21, which is obtained for m = 10, and p SSNB (2, 10) = 13, which is also obtained for m = 10 (see Fig. 3 -circle marks) . This means that we can save almost half of the middle-stage switches when we change the m min value slightly in both SCS1 and SCS2 structures, but it also means that we can save a huge number of middle-stage switches (with expansive FIGURE 3. The number of middle-stage switches in the strict-sense nonblocking SCS1 (q in = q out = 32, r in = r out = 1) and SCS2 (q in = q out = 2, r in = r out = 16) switching fabrics for f in = 20, f out = 20, m max = 10, and m min = 1, 2, 3. converters) when we change the number of outer-stage switches.
The second general solution is also presented in this paper. Wide-sense nonblocking conditions for SCS2 switching fabrics with functional decomposition of middle-stage switches are derived. Similarly to SSNB conditions, WSNB conditions depend on the switching fabric parameters but additionally on so-called splitting point values. A splitting point is the maximum number of slots that can be required by one m-slot connection that belongs to one subset of connections. One subset of connections can be set up through only one subset of middle-stage switches of SCS2.
Let us consider again an example of an SCS2 switching fabric with q in = 2, q out = 2, r in = 16, r out = 16, f in = 20, f out = 20, m max = 10, and m min = 1. As was mentioned before, the SSNB SCS2 switching fabric requires 21 middle-stage switches in this case. A wide-sense nonblocking SCS2 switching fabric with one splitting point (y = 1) requires only 14 middle-stage switches. This number of switches is calculated from Theorem 2 as p WSNB = p SSNB (m min , m 1 ) + p SSNB (m 1 + 1, m max ), where m 1 = 2 and m = 2 for the first subset of connections and m = 8 for the second subset (see Fig. 4 ). This means that using such a very simple mechanism as division of connections and dividing middle-stage switches into several subsets can result in significant savings not only in SCS1 [1, Section XI.] but also in SCS2 switching fabrics.
Preliminary results show that it is worth considering SCS2 switching fabrics for values of m min greater than 1 and that WSNB SCS2 switching fabrics can be a good solution compared with SSNB switching fabrics. In our future research, we would like to investigate the optimal number of middle-stage switches in SCS1 and SCS2 for different switching fabric parameters and for different values of m min and m.
